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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Knopp inequality [l] (see also 121) is the following: 
which holds for all positive measurable functions f defined on (0,oo) and the constant e is sharp. 
In their paper [3], the authors studied the weighted version of (1.1) in two dimensions and 
obtained a characterization on weights u and v for the inequality 
to hold where x = (x1, x2), dx = dxl dxz, and f is a positive measurable function defined 
on (0,~) x (0,~). But their proof does not say anything about the best constant C in (1.2). 
However, we prove (see Theorem 2.2) that for the power weight case u z v E xix;, a E R, the 
inequality (1.2) holds with the constant e2(l+O) and that the constant is sharp. 
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We also obtain (see Remark after Theorem 2.2) the reverse of inequality (1.2) for functions f 
which are nonincreasing in both the variables and for power weights. Moreover, the constant in 
this inequality is, again, sharp. 
Further, consider the more general inequality 
where 
H(Xi) := 
s 
zi h(s) ds < cm, xi E (O,oo), i = 1,2. (1.4) 
0 
This type of inequality, in one dimension, has been investigated by many authors for different 
choices of h, e.g., one may refer to [4-161. 
We shall also prove, in this paper, that (1.3) is not more general than (1.2). In fact, (1.3) is 
equivalent to (1.2) with some other weights (see Theorem 3.1). 
2. SHARP INEQUALITY 
The following result was proved in [3]. 
THEOREM A. Let U, v be weight functions on (0, co) x (0,oo). Then, the inequality 
holds for all positive measurable functions defined on (0,oo) x (0, oo) if and only if for any al, 
02 > 0, 00 Co 
B := sup yfl’y; 
Yl>O JJ x1 -a1-1x;a2-1~(x) dx < 00, (2.2) Yl Y2 
UP>0 
where W(Z) = u(x) exp ((l/x122) St’ so”’ ln(l/v)(t) dt), x = (xl, x2), and d& = dxl dx2. 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem A indicates that if (2.2) holds then inequality (2.1) holds with 
the constant 
C = @1+-B. (2.3) 
We apply Theorem A for the special weights ~(21, ~2) = zy’x? and:v(zr, x2) = $‘x$, 
ai, bi E (0, oo), i = 1,2 to get the following example which we shall be using in our next result. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let ai,& E (O,oo), i = 1,2. The inequality 
holds if and only if bi = ai, i = 1,2, i.e., the two (power) weights are same. Further, in view 
of (2.3), if bi = ai, i = 1,2 in (2.4), then the value of the constant C can be calculated as 
C=Le al+az+bl+ba 7 
wff2 
cyl,(Y2 > 0. 
REMARK. Theorem A does not say anything regarding the sharpness of the constant in (2.1). In 
this direction, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a E (0,oo) and f be a positive measurable function definhd on (0,oo) x (0, oo). 
Then the inequality 
lrnlrn [exp (--& 1” ~“lnf(y)dy)] zTx;dx 5 e2”+“‘~w~mf(Z)xtlfdx (2.5) 
holds and the constant is sharp. 
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PROOF. In view of Example 2.1, inequality (2.5) holds trivially with a constant C given by 
cc l - p1+a2+2a , QlrQ2 > 0, 
QlQ2 
and consequently, the sharp constant Csharp in (2.5) satisfies 
c sharp 5 inf 
1 - p1+(r2+2a 
a,aa>o CYlcQ 
It is easy to check that the infimum in the last estimate occurs at (~1 = CY~ = 1, and therefore, 
c sharp I e2(‘+O). In order to prove the equality, consider, for A > 0, the function 
--a -P 
( 21 3. , xl > A, x2 > A, 
-a P 
21 527 x1 > f(x1, x2) A, x2 5 -4 = 
a -0 
x152 7 XI 5 A, 3~2 > A, 
1, x1 5 A, x2 I A. 
Writing the integral so” so” in the form 
we find that the LHS of (2.5) becomes 
ea+B 
(a -  u _ I)@ _ u _ 1)  *A2-(Q+P)+2a + 
eU-P 
(a -  u -  1)(/j + u + q*A2-(u-P)+2a 
eP-a 
+(CY+a+l)(P-a-l). 
,42+(&)+2a + 
&.A2”+2 
and that the RI-IS becomes 
(a ;  1>2 .A2a+2 + 
((y -  a _ &  + u + 1) *A2-(a-p)+2a 
+ (a -  u _ l;(p _ u _ 1)*A2-(a+P)+2a + (a + u + &  _ u _ 1) *A2+(a-D)+2a. 
Choose Q = P = 1 + E, E > 0, and A = e. Then, inequality (2.5) takes the form 
l/(a + 1y + 2/(E -  U)(E + a + 2)  + l/(& - o)2 < eW+4 
l/(u + 1)2 + 2/(E - a)(& + a + 2) + e-2(1+E)/(s - a)2 - 
Now, by taking the limit as E + a, we find that the LHS of the above estimate becomes e2(1+a), 
and hence, the sharpness of the constant in (2.5) is proved. 
REMARK. SHARP REVEWED KNOPP INEQUALITY IN Two DIMENSIONS. If a function f, defined 
on (0, co) x (0, oo), is nonnegative and nonincreasing in both the variables, then clearly 
-I 21x2 1 21 
s 
22 Jbl, Y2) dY1 dY2 1 f(x1,zz). 
0 0 (2.6) 
Now, using (2.6), we can easily obtain the following reversed version of inequality (2.5) for a 
nonnegative function f defined on (0,oo) x (0,oo) which is nonincreasing in both the variables: 
Inequality (2.7) is sharp, which can be seen by considering the function fe defined so that the 
RHS is finite, fe(x1,x2) = 1 for 0 5 x1,x2 5 1, fc(x1,x2) > 0, and fE(x1,x2) -+ 0 uniformly 
as E -+ O+. The one-dimensional analogue of inequality (2.7) is discussed in [6, Example 5.1). 
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3. GENERAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we prove that inequalities (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent with the same constant. 
This equivalence in one dimension has been proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let U, v be weight functions defined on (0, co) x (0,oo) and f be a positive 
measurable function defined on (0,oo) x (0, oo). Further, let h be strictly positive function on 
(0, oo), H be defined by (1.4) and H(W) = 00. Then the inequality 
dyz 4x1, a) da da 
(3.1) 
holds if and only if the inequality 
holds with the same constant C and 
21 (H-1(21), H-+2)) 
wdx174 = fp (H-1(,$1)) H’ (H-l(z2))’ 
0 (zr’(~l),P(52)) 
21d219z2) = HI (H-1(,,..)) H’ (H-1(x2))’ 
PROOF. Consider the geometric mean operators 
(Ghf)(xl, ~2) := exp ( 1 
I1 12 JJ H(xdH(xd o h(yi)h(ys) In f(y1, ~2) dyl dy2 > (3.3) o 
and 
(Gf)(xl, 34 := em ln ~(YI, ~2) da da )* ’ (3.4) 
It can be checked that 
(Ghf)(Xlrx2) = (Gg) (H(xd,H(~d) I 
where 
dyl,yd = f (H-‘(YI)~-~(Y~)). 
Then, inequality (3.1) looks like 03 
JJ 
co 
[(Gg> (H(a), fUx2))14xl, ~2) da dxz 
0 0 00 
<C JJ 
0 
[g (H(a), Wxz))] 4x1,22) &cl dxz. 
0 0 
(3.5) 
By making variable transformations yi = H(xl) and ys = H(zz), we find that (3.5) is equiva 
lent to (3.2) and we are done. 
REMARK. By using notations (3.3) and (3.4), inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) read, respectively, 
JJ 0 0  0 
00 
[(Ghf) (XI, x2)] +1,22) hl dxz L: C JJ 0 cm f(xl, x2)4x1, x2) da dxz (3.6) 0 
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and 
ccl Co 
ss 
00 Do 
KGf) (~1, x2)1 +1,22) dxl d52 I c 
0 0 JJ 
f(Zlr22)‘U(Z1,52)dXl h2. (3.7) 
0 0 
The technique of the proof of Theorem 3.1 suggests that Theorem 3.1 remains true if one or more 
of the following modifications are done in both inequalities (3.6) and (3.7). 
(a) The integrals sr sr are replaced by s,” S,“, 0 < b < co. 
(b) The geometric means Ghf and Gf are replaced by their companion means defined, re- 
spectively, by 
(Ghf)* (XI, 34 := exp 
1 cc 00 
ss H*(z1)H*(s2) 21 I2 
h(y1&(~2) lnf(yl,~2) ~YI dy2 
and 
(Gf)*(x1,x2) := exp (s22;5; I, ~~(yly2)-E-11n~(Y~,Y2)dy, dY2) 7 
where E > 0 and H* is defined by 
H*(q) = 
r 
h(s) ds < cm, xi E (O,oo), i = 1,2, 
xi 
H(0) = 00, H(m) = 0. 
(c) Inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) are considered in more general form given, respectively, by 
llcr 
[(Gfif) (XI, ~2)]‘u(xl,x2) dxl dx2 
00 00 
SC 
(S s 
l/P 
[f(xl, x2)]” 4x1, ~2) dxl dxz 
0 0 
and 
Cm 00 
(J s 
l/q 
[(Gf) (~1, x2)]’ +I, ~2) &I dx2 
0 0 
UP 
[fh, x2)]” ‘~(a, x2) dxl dxz , 
whereO<p,q<oo. 
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